PALLET RACK PROTECTION

LEADING THE REVOLUTION IN PALLET RACK SAFETY
Pallet Rack Protection Solutions

Our protection solutions are designed to fit all types of pallet rack applications protecting the bottom of the upright where most damage occurs. All-welded construction and durable, powder coat safety yellow finish will increase awareness and help prevent damage to your pallet rack investment. All of our solutions are designed and manufactured to the highest quality and engineering standards in the industry. Keep your warehouse safe with protection solutions from Worldwide Material Handling.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

V-Nose Protectors
› 5/16”-thick steel construction
› 4” high protector — fits under low beam levels
› Fits 3” wide pallet rack columns (other column widths available)
› Fits tightly around pallet rack column
› Requires 3/4” dia. anchor (sold separately)
› Custom sizes and designs available

End-of-Aisle Protectors
› 12” tall x 5/16”-thick steel construction
› 5” x 3” x 7/16”-thick steel angle base
› Available in right, left or double end designs
› Installs with 3/4” dia. anchors (sold separately)
› 42” and 48” lengths in stock
› Filler angle lengths available
› Custom sizes and designs available

WorldGuard Protectors
› 24” tall x 3 1/2” wide
› 3” high x 5/16” bullnose deflector
› Universally punched to fit on all brands of pallet rack
› Additional anchor hole allows for 1/2” dia. anchor (sold separately)
› Installs from front of rack using specialized T-bolt hardware
› Custom sizes and designs available

Column Guards
› Floor-mounted design
› 3/16”-thick steel construction
› 6” x 7 3/4” footplate
› Fits 3” wide pallet rack columns (other column widths available)
› (4) 5/8” dia. anchor holes
› Requires 1/2” dia. anchors (sold separately)
› Available in 12”, 18” or 24” heights
› Custom sizes and designs available

Specialized T-bolt mounting hardware